This image contains a page from a document discussing various light-related projects and initiatives in Malmö, Sweden. The text is divided into different sections, each focusing on a specific topic or location. Here is a structured summary of the key points:

1. **City Light**
   - **Rock Garden by M. Design** Welcomes a touch of the oasis in the midst of an industrial area. Music lovers can enjoy a larger lounge area outside Kapellet 305. Shaped in collaboration with Kapellet 305, this vibrant and creative street scene for musical escapades. Can overhear on top of jam, grab a coffee or snack.

2. **Approaches to Light**
   - **Big Canvas Challenge** The aim is to stimulate the aesthetic, both in the design of the fittings and the light produced. Light as an aesthetic drive is something that can be experienced on a daily basis.

3. **Lighting Needs**
   - **Light Rings by Fagerhult** This installation enhances the aesthetic, both in the design of the fittings and the light produced. Light is a powerful tool that can transform space and time.

4. **Luminous Animals**
   - **Egela Park** The outdoor experience and the void that forms the setting of volume is something that can be experienced by the participants.

5. **Sightseeing Bridge**
   - **Trädgårdsbron – the Garden Bridge** A bright and tranquil space that creates the time and space to place to which we need to return in order to reflect and to experience nature. The white room represents that.

6. **Street Lighting**
   - **Power Walk** A Powerhouse supplies its own and the surrounding area’s lighting needs using solar energy. You can also control the lighting using your smartphone.

7. **Landscape**
   - **The Belvedere** The Belvedere – from the Italian bello for beautiful and vedere for view – is a building, often a tower, erected to provide a beautiful panoramic view. Completed in 1875, Kungsparken was Malmö’s first public park. The Belvedere was constructed as a vantage point from which visitors strolling in the park would be able to look out over spa-

8. **Tentative Light**
   - **Powerful Energy** How should the urban environment relate to the human need for security while at the same time meeting the biological need for darkness? Do we want to be able to see the stars in the sky, or do we need darkness to keep us awake? The answers to these questions can direct light in various directions. Smart City Zone also offers some of tomorrow’s possibilities.

9. **Skate Night**
   - **Metropolis by Light** This Innovative project is sponsored by the City of Malmö. The project was developed together with over 70 participants. The Art of Light is the title of the project, and the idea is to create an interactive light installation that offers people the chance to participate in urban light design.

10. **Gigantomat**
    - **The World’s Largest Bumble, at the speed of light!** By Bååstorp (WSC)/YVu/TVS. The idea is to create an interactive light installation that offers people the chance to participate in urban light design.

11. **Room for Thought**
    - **An.undefined Space** By Åse Persson, Prosit Design & Produktion.

12. **Trees Intended for a Romantic Landscape** By the City of Malmö. The installation consists of two parts: How do children experience light? In answer to the question “what is light?”, pupils at Västra Skolan were asked to create pictures with facades as backgrounds. How does one create an exciting night-time environment in a city center? Can light be illuminated at night? Questions that might now be answered.

13. **The Smart City Zone**
    - **The Speaking City** The work of Pontus Rånder demonstrates what the city’s inhabitants can achieve together by simply going about their lives. True innovation happens in these lives or how different they may be, they build something together. “The Speaking City” stands as a symbol of the fundamental role these inhabitants play for the city, as they live with and respect one another under many differences.

14. **Light Swing**
    - **The Light Swing is a playground equipment, exchanging swings for interactive light and sound. The sound that also communicate wirelessly with the surrounding light objects. At night, and during the hours of winter darkness, it is desirable to create a secure park and playground environment with the use of white light. As soon as a user sits on the swing, the light strings will dim to leave the swing in full swing.

15. **Lovers’ Avenue**
    - **Lovers’ Avenue** By the City of Malmö. To hold hands along part of the old spa promenade, once an avenue of three lines of trees. To walk beneath the row of scenically beautiful, story-telling statues with scarlet scar votary; perhaps this is exactly what is needed in the face of approaching autumn and towards the first of the New Year. Can we carry in our hearts until we take a picture with the flash and then you will discover their personality.

16. **The little house on a quite city street** By Åslief Lyktan/WSP/TVS. See how light can change the perception of street space. The smart loading lane in the street becomes the most visible? Experience the classic bunnic, celebrating its 150th anniversary! Can light taken directly in various directions. Smart City Zone also offers some of tomorrow’s possibilities.

17. **The Schoolyard**
    - **The Sky** How should the urban environment relate to the human need for security while at the same time meeting the biological need for darkness? Do we want to be able to see the stars in the sky, or do we need darkness to keep us awake? The answers to these questions can direct light in various directions. Smart City Zone also offers some of tomorrow’s possibilities.

18. **Old Meets New**
    - **The City of Malmö** Time and again, people from differing back-

19. **Twilight**
    - **H/Design** Tradition invites us to lift our gaze in search of street lights but perhaps the very opposite would make our boulevards more attractive and exciting! We experiment in the borderland between dream and reality, challenging the rule book for the benefice of the boulevard. For a few hours each evening, the light and speed are reduced, making it possible to experience and take in the light.

20. **Bridge of Flags**
    - **The City of Malmö** Flattering pennants in the primaries of colours; red, green and blue parade along the railings of the bridge. Illuminating the pennants in varying col-

21. **Shards of Time**
    - **Joanna Thede** Sufficient light is required when walking across verdant spaces, and perhaps intermittently as brightly coloured rings on recycled materials.

22. **Les Luminaires**
    - **Lucas Camaronski Design** NC. The Luminaries have taken refuge here tonight. These large shadows, usually lurking in the night, come to life. The project and the installation are able to experience nature. The white room represents that.

23. **By Ateljé Lyktan/WSP/Tysen** The Cube By Nysugermunicipal. An interactive light installation that demands collaboration in order work. Join with friends to connect the golden spheres to the cube with your hands. If there are enough of you, it will sping to life, pulsing with tones and lights.

24. **High Pressure LED/Orna Vallgatan** By the City of Malmö. Some say that, in day-to-day life, it is the void that forms our perception of reality. In the case of light design however, it is the definition of volume that contributes to our understanding of a structure. Modern architecture generally reflects its times and, in this case, minimalism is commonplace, streetlight is also true of its lighting.

25. **The Canal Ballet**
    - **Carin Påfleger** The work of choreographer and light artist Carin Påfleger is a sprawling counterpart to life’s back-

26. **Bench by LIGHT**
    - **The City of Malmö** A meeting place, an experience and a guide, a place that fulfils many wishes. Arrange to meet a friend at the bench for a moment of illumination. Experience the reactions of the shifting light to the various facades and shades as the nature of the place, which also includes other guiding light experiences.
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